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A play-to-earn, real-time strategy game where 

players compete for territory, power and prestige.



DISCLAIMER AND NOTES: The native cryptographically-secured fungible protocol token of Thalon (ticker symbol $THL) is a transferable representation of attributed governance and utility functions 

specified in the protocol/code of Thalon, and which is designed to be used solely as an interoperable utility token thereon.



$THL is a functional multi-utility token which will be used as the medium of exchange between participants on Thalon in a decentralised manner. The goal of introducing $THL is to provide a convenient 

and secure mode of payment and settlement between participants who interact within the ecosystem on Thalon without any intermediaries such as centralised third party entity/institution/credit. It is 

not, and not intended to be, a medium of exchange accepted by the public (or a section of the public) as payment for goods or services or for the discharge of a debt; nor is it designed or intended to be 

used by any person as payment for any goods or services whatsoever that are not exclusively provided by the issuer. $THL does not in any way represent any shareholding, participation, right, title, or 

interest in the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, or any other company, enterprise or undertaking, nor will $THL entitle token holders to any promise of fees, dividends, revenue, profits 

or investment returns, and are not intended to constitute securities in Singapore or any relevant jurisdiction. $THL may only be utilised on Thalon, and ownership of $THL carries no rights, express or 

implied, other than the right to use $THL as a means to enable usage of and interaction within Thalon.



$THL also provides the economic incentives which will be distributed to encourage users to exert efforts towards contribution and participation in the ecosystem on Thalon, thereby creating a mutually 

beneficial system where every participant is fairly compensated for its efforts. $THL is an integral and indispensable part of Thalon, because without $THL, there would be no incentive for users to 

expend resources to participate in activities or provide services for the benefit of the entire ecosystem on Thalon. Given that additional $THL will be awarded to a user based only on its actual usage, 

activity and efforts made on Thalon and/or proportionate to the frequency and volume of transactions, users of Thalon and/or holders of $THL which did not actively participate will not receive any $THL 

incentives.



Further, as a network effect, players may keep their $THL in their wallet and utilise it for spending with any third party, merchant or service provider un-related to the platform that is willing to accept 

these $THL as the settlement currency for the transaction.



To promote decentralised community governance for the network, $THL would allow holders to propose and vote on governance proposals to determine future features and/or parameters of Thalon, 

with voting weight calculated in proportion to the tokens staked (the right to vote is restricted solely to voting on features of Thalon; it does not entitle $THL holders to vote on the operation and 

management of the Company, its affiliates, or their assets or the disposition of such assets to token holders, or select the board of directors of these entities, or determine the development direction of 

these entities, nor does $THL constitute any equity interest in any of these entities or any collective investment scheme; the arrangement is not intended to be any form of joint venture or partnership). 

After governance launch there will be no individual or corporate entity or other active promoter, sponsor, or group or affiliated party that maintains sole control over Thalon.




Empowering players and decentralizing control

Allowing the community to play a role in the governance of the Thalon Metaverse.

Introduction

Vision
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Our mission is to accelerate the world’s Web3 adoption through building an engaging and financially rewarding 

blockchain game.

We believe in:

Thalon (th - on) is a rich, story-driven strategy game inspired by classics like Dune II, StarCraft, and Age of 

Empires, powered by the Ethereum Layer 2 scaling solution - Immutable X.



In the player-owned Metaverse, players command armies and battle each other  for territory and prestige, 

research technology, gather resources, and build land-based empires.



Thalon has unique features that differentiate us not only from traditional games but also current play to earn games, 

these include:

a l real-time 

(PvP)

Creating one of the first metaverse RTS games.

Allowing both PC & mobile compatibility.

The player-driven economic design rewards players in multiple ways for their contributions to the ecosystem.

Players can mint land parcels for sale or lease.

Game assets are NFTs owned by players and can be freely bought, sold and traded on the open market.

Ownership rights are ensured by the blockchain where every item is a token (fungible and non-fungible) stored in 

the player's digital wallet.
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Overview

This diagram shows at a high level the Thalon landscape:
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Market Knowledge 

Thalon was founded by looking to incorporate four highly valuable sectors (Gaming, 

Cryptocurrency, NFTs & DeFi) that are still yet to be fully adopted by the wider public. Although 

nobody can predict the future, we believe in the potential of these new technologies to improve 

the world, and we want to play our part in making this happen. 

Gaming 

The gaming industry was valued at $173 billion in 2020 and is projected to exceed $300 billion by 2026. Currently there 

is a huge disparity between the top 1% of gamers who receive an income through streaming, sponsorships, 

competitions, and advertising, and the 99% who play for pure fun and enjoyment.  is still a relatively new 

concept and closes the gap for the 99%, allowing players to receive rewards that are more in line with their contribution 

to the game.

Play-to-Earn

Cryptocurrency

Since the inception of Bitcoin, the entire crypto sector has fast become the front-runner of technological, economical 

and sociological developments. In Nov 2021 the Total Market Cap peaked to just under $3 trillion making it the 2nd 

largest asset, only second to gold. Having Thalon fully developed on the blockchain was a non negotiable for us as we 

look forward to the future of this technology being part of almost everything in everyday life.

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)

NFTs are changing the world as we know it through the ownership of digital assets. Opensea, the largest online NFT 

marketplace has increased from $600 in monthly revenue during June 2018, to over $300 million per month in Q3 of 

2021. NFTs being part of the Thalon economy allows players to have full ownership of their assets, whether they choose 

to hold, sell or trade on the in-game or open marketplaces. 

Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

DeFi makes up over $150 billion of the crypto market as of Nov 2021. Having liquidity pools as a key part of the Thalon 

ecosystem allows players and digital asset owners to interact directly for various borrowing/lending/token swap 

transactions and provide transparent liquidity for $THL. Any players providing liquidity will be rewarded with $THL token 

incentives for their participation in the network.
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Figures as of 29 Nov 2021

Metrics

Current Price

Market Cap

Fully Diluted MC

All-Time High

Axie Infinity (AXS)

$134

$8,169,000,000

$37.1 B

$163

Illuvium (ILV)

$1647

$1,048,555,212

$16.34 B

$1798

Star Atlas DAO (POLIS)

$9.57

$206,000,000

$3.4 B

$18

Market Comparison

Three of the most important Web3 games are Axie Infinity (AXS), Illuvium (ILV) and Star Atlas DAO 

(POLIS). Key metrics for these games are shown in the table below:
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A rare metalloid, Thalon shows unique properties when exposed to high-intensity 

Electromagnetic Radiation, creating a temporary wormhole between two locations distant in 

space, allowing for vastly shorter travel across interstellar distances. A journey of centuries at 

subluminal speeds could now be completed in days or weeks and the galaxy itself could be 

spanned in mere months.

Thalon meant that the entire galaxy was open to humankind to explore and they did so with great vigour and 

enthusiasm. Hundreds of new political experiments sprung up overnight, from corporate holdings to commensalistic 

communes. The ‘Thalon Boom’ drove expansion ever further until the homeworld was all but forgotten.



For a thousand years, war raged across the galaxy as politics and greed split humankind across hundreds of warring 

factions. Entire alien species were discovered, contacted and wiped out as the unrelenting drive of the humans pushed 

them to extinction. During this time, the concepts of , ,  and  became solidified in the 

minds of the humans, based on how well each could support life.



It was from one of the Prime Worlds, , that the first Emperor arose.



This is the galaxy now, in the year 9,997 After Empire (AE).

Prime Core Colony Frontier Worlds

Kallistos

Backstory

The history of the galaxy as we know it is lost in antiquity.



Before humans discovered the way to bridge the great gaps between the stars, they were relegated to a tiny portion 

of the galaxy, little more than a footnote to the history of the Universe. A few scattered outposts in their own system, 

an overpopulated homeworld, and desperate attempts to seed life on Ark ships bound for other worlds.

Gameplay
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Game Mechanics

Thalon is built on a foundation of three main principles:

Gather

Players start the game by searching and harvesting mineral resources (including Thalon), distributed over land 

parcels on each planet. Resources can be traded on marketplaces or refined and forged to mint NFTs such as 

weapons, buildings, and vehicles.  are relics of past alien civilization’s technologies and are scattered 

across the Metaverse with varying rarities. Blueprints unlock the ability to mint assets.  

Blueprints

Battle (Player vs Player)

Players can battle for Resources and Prestige. Resources can be used to grow and develop land, while Prestige 

raises the player up the leaderboards. Players can build , where other Houses can come to 

compete against each other for an entry fee - with the winner taking the majority of the prize and a fee paid to 

the host and the DAO treasury.

Challenge Arenas

Expand

Thalon is an ever-growing and ever-fluid Metaverse where the fortunes of the Houses depend on the resources 

available to them, their armed forces, and the leadership of their ruler. An accomplished House leader makes time 

for growth, improving bases and buildings, researching new technologies, gaining territory, and unlocking new 

Blueprints over time.
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Player Roles

Players take on different roles within the game depending on whether their land is owned or leased.

House Ruler

The starting role for early players which requires ownership of land or a planet. A House ruler governs over planets 

and land parcels, gathers, builds, and battles.

Warmaster

A military leader who has established a reputation in battle, and who can instruct others in the art of war, 

command armies, and compete for the prize pool. This is a Free-to-Play role that allows for an easy entry point for 

first time players, who may not have the assets needed to buy land.
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Planet NFTs

Players will have the opportunity to own planets, with the following options available to owners:

I. Buy, hold and sell.

II. Mint land (for a fee) and sell.

III. Mint land and split income from resources with Free-to-Play players (Warmasters) who work the land.

Land NFTs

Each planet can be divided into land parcels for a fee to the DAO treasury, and each parcel is represented as an 

NFT, which records the specifics of each parcel (size, borders, location, current ownership, relics, Blueprints, and 

contained resources).

Some of the main highlights regarding land include: 

Land is owned and it can not be lost.

Land cannot be attacked and therefore any assets on land cannot be destroyed, the exception being Resource 

Nodes.

Any resources discovered on land incur a fee to the DAO Treasury.

Free-to-play — landowners can lease land to players, in a revenue share model.

Not all land will be available for sale or development, some will represent  — available for 

exploitation to anyone who is able to capture and hold it.

 Resource Nodes

Resource Nodes

Resource Nodes are resource-rich areas of a planet that are outside the direct control of a House and can be 

attacked by other players and NPCs (Non-Player Characters). In order to make use of a Node, players must capture 

it and hold it while their mining team exploits the resources available. Better miners get resources faster, better 

troops are more likely to seize and hold a Node. A percentage of assets destroyed whilst in this zone can be 

salvaged by the victor of an engagement.
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Land parcels

Players owns 
planets

Planets can be 
divided into land 
parcels of 2 types

Player’s buildings/troops 
cannot be attacked by 
other players

Resource Nodes

Safe Zones

Any player can enter and 
mine resources, but can be 
attacked and lose troops
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Heraldry Coat of Arms

The first NFT that players will have an opportunity to own will be a Heraldry Coat of Arms, which is a unique banner 

for each noble House that acts as the player’s entry point into the game. Each player’s Coat of Arms represents 

their affiliation with other players and has the benefit of access to shared Blueprints across players with the same 

House lineage. Only one Coat of Arms can be used at a time by each player.



In later versions of the game, it will be possible for any player to register an NFT series, to represent a new 

 This provides utility to existing NFT collections, and connects Thalon with other Metaverses.

Coat of 

Arms.

Blueprint NFTs

A Blueprint is a set of instructions that can be used by players to mint other NFTs such as buildings, vehicles and 

weapons. Players can discover Blueprints on land parcels and resource nodes, and can elect to share their 

Blueprints with other players that hold the same Heraldry Coat of Arms. Players can buy or sell Blueprints on the 

marketplace, and if they were to leave one noble House for another, their Blueprints go with them.
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Token Mechanics

There are a variety of token mechanics in the game such as harvesting tokens, forging weapons, building units etc, 

which balance the sustainability and utility of the game assets:

Units Destroyed in Battle

An innovative aspect of Thalon is the  zones, sometimes referred to as a  

This mechanic enables players to engage in riskier activity, with the allure of greater rewards. Those players brave 

enough to explore these resource-rich zones forfeit the safety provided by their land parcel. Players entering 

these zones put their units at risk. A loss of a unit leads to permanent destruction of the NFT. The victor in these 

engagements will claim spoils of the battle in the form of  that were used to mint the NFT in the 

first place.

Resource Node demilitarized zone (DMZ).

salvaged tokens

Other Mechanics:

Resource tokens will be required for building, repairing and running units.

Fees for travel, upgrades, and speed-ups will be paid using $THL and $ETH.

Fees on harvested resources will be payable in resource tokens.



Play to Earn

There are multiple ways to earn in Thalon:

Revenue Distribution

Once a week, ETH from the vault is used to purchase THL from the open market. 100% of the purchased $THL is 

distributed to $THL holders staked in the protocol.

Quarterly Leaderboard Rewards

$THL can be earned through quarterly leaderboard rankings rewards.

Marketplace

Player’s in-game tokens and NFT assets can be sold on the in-game marketplace or external markets. 

Liquidity Mining Rewards

$THL rewards can be earned by participating in the Liquidity Mining Program.

Sell Land Parcel

Land parcels can be minted and sold on players’ planets.

Land Leasing Revenue Share

A share of harvested resources can be received by leasing land to other players.

Player vs Player Tournaments

Players can battle other players in tournaments to win the prize pool.

Player vs Environment Tournaments

Players can battle against the Thalon AI to win the prize pool.

Hosting Tournaments on Land

Players can host tournaments on their land and collect the entry fee.

Resource Node Battles

Players can claim salvaged tokens from any battles in the zones.Resource Node 
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Release Schedule

Here we summarise the game release schedule:

Release 1: Base Building (Q4-2022)

The first part of the game to be released will be Base Building. Players search their land for resources: Minerals, 

Oxygen, Geothermal, Deuterium, and Thalon itself. They will build buildings to refine raw materials and haul the 

materials to a production facility to be used or traded.

Release 2: Battles (Q2 - 2023)

Players will go to battle against another House to compete for Thalon and other resources in a real-time strategy 

battle. Players will occupy Nodes on planets and asteroids to claim additional resources to increase their wealth, 

but be prepared to defend against attack!

Release 3: Research (Q2 - 2024)

Research lets players develop new troop types and improve existing technologies. Reduce their operating costs, 

expand further into space and increase their technical skills by developing tech trees in labs. 

Release 4: City Builder (Q4 - 2024)

It is time to turn your base into the shining city of the future it deserves to be.


Acquire and develop new buildings, cultural centres, and entertainment areas for your citizens.


Players build schools and colleges to increase research speed.

Release 5: Thalonists (Q2 - 2025)

Unlock the ultimate secrets of Thalon through research to learn how to make Amulets, Etchings and Infusions!


Let Thalon powered psychics battle it out in one-on-one duels in VR.
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Governance Token

Maximum Supply 1 Billion

$THL is issued on Ethereum/ImmutableX as an ERC20 token, and will have a variety of utilities within the 

ecosystem such as governance voting and receiving liquidity mining rewards.  

To develop a self-sustainable, closed-loop economy, all the network fees/revenue, transaction fees, transfer fees, 

etc collected will be re-distributed as incentives for active contributors interacting within the ecosystem (in 

particular, focusing on the "play-to-earn" aspects). By distributing $THL in this manner, it ensures that the 

governance token will be distributed primarily to key network contributors and allow them to have a say in protocol 

parameters.

Liquidity Mining

To decentralize the holders of the governance token, a liquidity mining program will be provided to fairly distribute 

$THL across more of the Thalon community and give transparent liquidity for the token.



Thalon itself is simply a blockchain protocol that, by design, does not offer any resources for utilisation as such, in 

order to provide users easy access to $THL for the project to run efficiently, players will need to be incentivised to 

become liquidity providers and stake their digital asset pairs (e.g. USDT/$THL) into the decentralised market 

making pools to provide the necessary liquidity for transactions. As compensation for opportunity costs, these 

liquidity providers which help promote distribution of $THL by including assets to liquidity pools in exchange for LP 

tokens will be rewarded with $THL, according to each user's relative contribution after various adjustment and 

correction parameters.

Tokenomics
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Game 
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Token Distribution Plan

5%
Pre Seed

15%
Team

10%
Seed

15%
DAO Treasury

10%
Public Sale

30%
Liquidity 
Mining 

15%
Play-to-Earn 
Rewards 
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DAO

Thalon aims to be a true community-owned game with its own decentralized organization which will be managed 

by the community. We have integrated a concept of a DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization), which over 

time will take over much of the decision-making power in the game. The DAO will be an important element of the 

game ecosystem, which will address both in-game issues as well as proposals regarding future game features, 

proposals, development and funding of ecosystem projects.



Every $THL token holder will be a de-facto member of the DAO. In order to participate in the governance process, 

DAO members will have to stake their $THL tokens for voting rights. By participating in the voting process, $THL 

holders will directly contribute to and build the future of Thalon together.

//DAO_THALON
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Partnerships

When partnering with businesses, groups or individuals we don't just look at the monetary value they can provide. 

We also look at what the individual/group can share including connections, experience and knowledge in their field. 

Working together with partners that can provide both funding as well as IP gives us the opportunity to reach our 

next milestone faster.

Community Involvement

We truly believe that our project is only as strong as the community we create and their commitment to the brand. 

Our pillars for building a tight knit community include transparency, execution of our roadmap and giving members 

the opportunity to voice feedback through our DAO.  

Guilds

Connecting with guilds speeds up the testing phase of development by having a larger pool of players to provide 

feedback. Secondly, when the finished game is released, we already have a substantial player base from launch. 

Partnering with guilds allows us to gain exposure for the project long term.

Airdrops

Airdrops will be used to distribute $THL tokens for free to our community as a simple way to gain attention, new 

players, reward contributors, and increase the total number of Thalon holders. Having the community interested in 

our progress is imperative to the overall success of Thalon. The community will have votes on art direction, 

gameplay features, music, and other aspects, to allow Thalon to be truly community built.

Influencers

We are building partnerships with top influencers who will be airdropped a planet NFT; by splitting their planet into 

land parcels and selling it to their community, influencers will receive the fee generated from the sale. We believe 

this will be a tremendous viral strategy for onboarding new players.

Social Media & Digital Marketing

Utilizing social platforms like Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube & Discord gives Thalon the best opportunity to 

reach as many potential players. Each platform is known for its strengths and allows users to take in our content 

and updates on the project in a way that is suitable for them. Working with marketing teams that have previously 

executed high quality content, will be a key pillar for the growth of Thalon’s community. 

Marketing Strategy
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Capturing The Traditional Gaming Market

We believe in a world where players have the chance to both be entertained, as well as receive some financial 

reward regardless of their experience. One of our aims is to give traditional gamers the opportunity to be involved 

in an engaging, well-thought-out game, while softly introducing them into the world of crypto, NFTs and DeFi. Then 

it is up to the skill, strategy and performance of each player as to how well they are able to be compensated. 

Blog - Medium

Creating our blog gives online readers an easy way to stay up to date with relevant information. Content will 

include updates, partnerships, and a deeper insight of the Thalon backstory. Having a rich story behind Thalon 

differentiates us from other play to earn games and gives us an edge in attracting new players. 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

SEO is one of our strategies for improving the website's rankings in search engine results. Increasing the quantity 

and quality of traffic to our website improves our brands visibility online. This then allows us to convert more 

qualified leads into new token holders and players. 
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Ethereum Layer 2

ImmutableX is the leading Layer 2 scaling solution for NFTs which enables gas-free minting and trading, while not 

compromising the security of the most used blockchain globally for NFTs — Ethereum. Powered by StarkWare’s 

innovative technology, it offers instant trade confirmation, massive scalability, and a streamlined user experience.

Game server

AWS Lambda is a serverless, event-driven compute service that allows us to run C# code for our backend services 

without provisioning or managing servers. Lambda will scale automatically in proportion to the growth of the user 

base.

Game Engine

Unity is the most used game engine in the market, and C# is the native programming, allowing the team to 

leverage its extensive C# experience and the widely available resources of the online community to modify and 

develop our games.

Game Economy Design

We use machinations to model and verify the game economy across game loops and AMM interactions to make 

informed decisions on core game mechanics before launch. Once live, we will continue to use machinations for 

ongoing monitoring to ensure new updates maintain game balance for all players.

Technology



Roadmap
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+ Marketplace + Avatar NFT Sale

// Q1 2022

// Q3 2022

// Q1 2023

// Q2 2022

// Q4 2022

+ Pre-Seed Raise + Seed Raise

+ Game Prototype

+ Cinematic Trailer + Liquidity Mining

+ Public Copper Launch

+ Full Trailer + Desktop Open Beta

+ Mobile Open Beta 



Founding DAO Contributors 
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Mohammed Javed / Co-founder - Game Design/Blockchain
Bachelor of Computer Science, crypto since 2013, entrepreneur, avid gamer and highly experienced 

software architect with over 20 years in engineering working on high growth companies.

Sam McIntyre / Co-founder - Partnerships
Driven by innovation and growth and has a background in finance, banking, real estate and investment. 


Most recently built and exited New Zealand's largest tech enabled real estate disruptor with revenues of 

$35M annually.  An adaptable all rounder with skills in leadership, management, sales, marketing and 

operations.

Einar Martinsen / Art Director 
World renowned Senior Concept Artist with experience on over 40 movies.


Weta Digital & Amazon Studios.

Peter Kojesta /  AAA Game Producer
20+ years gaming experience intimately involved in the development of over 25 games.


Bioshock Infinite, Xcom, Civilization and World of Tanks.

Peter Jensen / Senior 3D Artist
LA based professional specializing in digital media creation and content supervision. Artist on Xmen 

Apocolypse, Beauty and the Beast, Gotham, Avatar 2, CG supervision on Nancy Drew, Marvel's Helstrom.

Mitch Logan / Community Growth
Former business owner and enterprise consultant in the direct sales & marketing sector. Grew business 

from 1 to 3 locations and contracted to some of Australia’s largest organisations in sport, not-for-profit, 

electricity & gas, looking after annual budgets exceeding $14 million. 
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Ben Crossley / Game Design
Bachelor of Science - Genetics, Game designer with a specialism in narrative design and world-building.

Nikita Loginov / Web Developer
Bachelor of Information and Communications, experienced, multidisciplinary UX/UI designer and web 

developer.

Hassan Ali / Unity Developer
Masters in Data Science with experience in 3D Computer Vision. Worked as the main developer for an RTS 

Game "1630: The Thirty Years War".

Antony Smith / Sound Design
Better known by his stage/producer name “Antsmif” is a singer/song writer, producer and sound designer. 

He has worked on projects for a range of high profile artists and film makers.

Lukasz Dudek / Server Engineer
Full stack software  engineer with over 12 years of experience in developing enterprise applications.


JavaScript and .NET specialist with a strong theoretical background.

Alex Hodge / 3D Industrial Designer
Bachelor of Design with over 15 years experience.


Specialist in creating project ideas and artwork design
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DISCLAIMER

PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS "DISCLAIMER" SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING HERE IN CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR 

OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION HEREWITH. NEITHER ZEN4 TECHNOLOGIES INC (THE COMPANY), 

ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (THE THALON TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON THALON (AS DEFINED HEREIN) OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP THALON IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY 

DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF $THL TOKENS (THE DISTRIBUTOR), NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH 

YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE AT HTTPS://THALON.IO/ (THE WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE 

COMPANY.



Project purpose: You agree that you are acquiring $THL to participate in Thalon and to obtain services on the ecosystem thereon. The Company, the Distributor and their respective affiliates would 

develop and contribute to the underlying source code for Thalon. The Company is acting solely as an arms’ length third party in relation to the $THL distribution, and not in the capacity as a financial 

advisor or fiduciary of any person with regard to the distribution of $THL.


Nature of the Whitepaper: The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general informational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of securities, a 

solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item, or asset (whether digital or otherwise). The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a contractual 

relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or 

completeness of such information. Where the Whitepaper or the Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources, the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates 

and/or the Thalon team have not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such information. Further, you acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the Whitepaper or the 

Website may become outdated as a result; and neither the Company nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update or correct this document in connection therewith.


Token Documentation: Nothing in the Whitepaper or the Website constitutes any offer by the Company, the Distributor, or the Thalon team to sell any $THL (as defined herein) nor shall it or any part of it 

nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. Nothing contained in the Whitepaper or the Website is or may be relied upon 

as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future performance of Thalon. The agreement between the Distributor (or any third party) and you, in relation to any distribution or transfer of $THL, 

is to be governed only by the separate terms and conditions of such agreement.


The information set out in the Whitepaper and the Website is for community discussion only and is not legally binding. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in 

relation to the acquisition of $THL, and no digital asset or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of the Whitepaper or the Website. The agreement for distribution of $THL and/or 

continued holding of $THL shall be governed by a separate set of Terms and Conditions or Token Distribution Agreement (as the case may be) setting out the terms of such distribution and/or continued 

holding of $THL (the Terms and Conditions), which shall be separately provided to you or made available on the Website. The Terms and Conditions must be read together with the Whitepaper. In the 

event of any inconsistencies between the Terms and Conditions and the Whitepaper or the Website, the Terms and Conditions shall prevail.


Deemed Representations and Warranties: By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or any part thereof), you shall be deemed to represent and warrant to the Company, the Distributor, their 

respective affiliates, and the Thalon team as follows:


(a)   in any decision to acquire any $THL, you have shall not rely on any statement set out in the Whitepaper or the Website


(b)   you will and shall at your own expense ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory requirements and restrictions applicable to you (as the case may be);


(c)   you acknowledge, understand and agree that $THL may have no value, there is no guarantee or representation of value or liquidity for $THL, and $THL is not an investment product nor is it intended 

for any speculative investment whatsoever;


(d)   none of the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and/or the Thalon team members shall be responsible for or liable for the value of $THL, the transferability and/or liquidity of $THL 

and/or the availability of any market for $THL through third parties or otherwise; and


(e)   you acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to participate in the distribution of $THL if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise), domiciliary and/or green card holder 

of a geographic area or country (i) where it is likely that the distribution of $THL would be construed as the sale of a security (howsoever named), financial service or investment product and/or (ii) where 

participation in token distributions is prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative act (including without limitation the United States of America, Canada, and the People's 

Republic of China); and to this effect you agree to provide all such identity verification document when requested in order for the relevant checks to be carried out.


The Company, the Distributor and the Thalon team do not and do not purport to make, and hereby disclaims, all representations, warranties or undertaking to any entity or person (including without 

limitation warranties as to the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, or reliability of the contents of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published by the Company or the Distributor). To 

the maximum extent permitted by law, the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates and service providers shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of 

any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including, without limitation, any liability arising from default or negligence on the part of any of them, or any loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or 

data) arising from the use of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published, or its contents (including without limitation any errors or omissions) or otherwise arising in connection with 

the same. Prospective acquirors of $THL should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties (including financial and legal risks and uncertainties) associated with the distribution of $THL, 

the Company, the Distributor and the Thalon team.


$THL Token: $THL are designed to be utilised, and that is the goal of the $THL distribution. In particular, it is highlighted that $THL:


(a)   does not have any tangible or physical manifestation, and does not have any intrinsic value (nor does any person make any representation or give any commitment as to its value);


(b)   is non-refundable and cannot be exchanged for cash (or its equivalent value in any other digital asset) or any payment obligation by the Company, the Distributor or any of their respective affiliates;


(c)   does not represent or confer on the token holder any right of any form with respect to the Company, the Distributor (or any of their respective affiliates), or its revenues or assets, including without 

limitation any right to receive future dividends, revenue, shares, ownership right or stake, share or security, any voting, distribution, redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual 

property or licence rights), right to receive accounts, financial statements or other financial data, the right to requisition or participate in shareholder meetings, the right to nominate a director, or other 

financial or legal rights or equivalent rights, or intellectual property rights or any other form of participation in or relating to Thalon, the Company, the Distributor and/or their service providers


(d)   is not intended to represent any rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss;


(e)   is not intended to be a representation of money (including electronic money), security, commodity, bond, debt instrument, unit in a collective investment scheme or any other kind of financial 

instrument or investment


(f)	is not a loan to the Company, the Distributor or any of their respective affiliates, is not intended to represent a debt owed by the Company, the Distributor or any of their respective affiliates, and there 

is no expectation of profit; and


(g)   does not provide the token holder with any ownership or other interest in the Company, the Distributor or any of their respective affiliates.


Notwithstanding the $THL distribution, users have no economic or legal right over or beneficial interest in the assets of the Company, the Distributor, or any of their affiliates after the token distribution.


To the extent a secondary market or exchange for trading $THL does develop, it would be run and operated wholly independently of the Company, the Distributor, the distribution of $THL and Thalon. 

Neither the Company nor the Distributor will create such secondary markets nor will either entity act as an exchange for $THL.


Informational purposes only: The information set out herein is only conceptual, and describes the future development goals for Thalon to be developed. In particular, the project roadmap in the 

Whitepaper is being shared in order to outline some of the plans of the Thalon team, and is provided solely for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES and does not constitute any binding commitment. Please do 

not rely on this information in deciding whether to participate in the token distribution because ultimately, the development, release, and timing of any products, features or functionality remains at the 

sole discretion of the Company, the Distributor or their respective affiliates, and is subject to change. Further, the Whitepaper or the Website may be amended or replaced from time to time. There are no 

obligations to update the Whitepaper or the Website, or to provide recipients with access to any information beyond what is provided herein.


Regulatory approval: No regulatory authority has examined or approved, whether formally or informally, any of the information set out in the Whitepaper or the Website. No such action or assurance has 

been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of the Whitepaper or the Website does not imply that the applicable 

laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.


Cautionary Note on forward-looking statements: All statements contained herein, statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by 

the Company, the Distributor and/or the Thalon team, may constitute forward-looking statements (including statements regarding the intent, belief or current expectations with respect to market 

conditions, business strategy and plans, financial condition, specific provisions and risk management practices). You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements given 

that these statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future results to be materially different from that described by such forward-looking 

statements, and no independent third party has reviewed the reasonableness of any such statements or assumptions. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date indicated in 

the Whitepaper, and the Company, the Distributor as well as the Thalon team expressly disclaim any responsibility (whether express or implied) to release any revisions to these forward-looking 

statements to reflect events after such date.


References to companies and platforms: The use of any company and/or platform names or trademarks herein (save for those which relate to the Company, the Distributor or their respective affiliates) 

does not imply any affiliation with, or endorsement by, any third party. References in the Whitepaper or the Website to specific companies and platforms are for illustrative purposes only.


English language: The Whitepaper and the Website may be translated into a language other than English for reference purpose only and in the event of conflict or ambiguity between the English 

language version and translated versions of the Whitepaper or the Website, the English language versions shall prevail. You acknowledge that you have read and understood the English language version 

of the Whitepaper and the Website.


No Distribution: No part of the Whitepaper or the Website is to be copied, reproduced, distributed or disseminated in any way without the prior written consent of the Company or the Distributor. By 

attending any presentation on this Whitepaper or by accepting any hard or soft copy of the Whitepaper, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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